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1-5 
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6-10 

Lessons  
11-15 

base portable athletes kindness returning  too biggest mothering  starring 

breakable power breath likable review traced coolest part stepped 

cover powerful brightness liked rich tribe darker people stepping 

cure powerless cheerful likeness right turned darkness photograph stopping 

doubt price curable loan scribe uncover doubtless placing  stored 

doubtful print doubting lone serving  unfair dropper planned strength 

fresh quote exercised misspelling  shameless unfairness farmer proving swimmer 

guide reason fair morning sign unhappy final quickly teacher 

helpless reasonable  fairness named singing used finer raging  tone 

like relate faithful nineteen solve useless firm really tough 

match remove fashion painfulness solving  valuable  flatly reasoning trapped 

matchless resourceful fashionable peace soreness value flatness rental tribal 

misfile restful fearful piece sounded very formal ripest verse 

misjudge restrain feat priceless source weakness fresher sadden wandering  

mismatch return feet pricing  staging  whether fright saddest weren't 

misplace returnable  firmness quotable  store whole frost sadness widely 

misquote serve globe recover straining  wood global script widest 

misshape sleepless guided refillable  tail would greatest shout winner 

misspell sore guiding  refreshing  tale write helper signal wonderful 

misuse sound having  remarkable  their youthfulness hopeful skidding  

mother thought hear replace there youthfulness hopping slipped  

move thoughtless helped replacing  thoughtful  interested smiling  

name view helplessness report threw  length snapped  

painful workable here  reserve through  lifeless snugness  

place worth hole resource throughout  lighter spinning  

pointless worthless hopeless restlessness timeless  loose spotless  

  hoping  restoring  to  madness starless  
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anybody happiness reinstate uselessness action lucky strayed boxes joyous riches 

ate healthy restfully using ative massive studied brushes lower round 

barred helplessly ripeness which agree nastier tension buzzes maddest runny 

boats hiding  riper worldly cause passion text claims matches seize 

carried hoped rocks worrier changing  passive texture concept misconception seizure 

carrying inborn safest wreckage  clapping poisoned thirst conjecture movement shops 

change inhuman saying  confinement portion toys danger notion speak 

claim inland shrink  context pressure trapper defeated passes stretch 

confine instead skills  crying proclaim treatment dejected poisonous studious 

conform largest slipping  deforming proclaimed trail depression preschool taxes 

confronted lonely snuggest  denial profile varied detect preserve thirsty 

conserve loosely spotted  detecting  profound walls detective presses unexpected 

crease loosen spotting   easy progress worried duty preview waltzes 

creased madder starred  edgy proudly  except profoundly wash 

create madly starring  exchange prove  expressed progresses wideness 

darken meat state  exchanging proven  expression progression  

defining meet storage  explain ration  famous progressive  

delight misreported straighten  express receptive  featuring project  

delights nastiest strict  facing repressive  fineness protect  

departed package studying  feature reserved  fitness protection  

deport peaceful sturdiness  found running  flawed protective  

describe pitiful taking  government salty  furious reaches  

drying pitying tense  great settle  fury reaction  

eight playful tighten  hurried settlement  glorious reception  

fanciest playing treat  increasing speedy  happiest regress  

finely press tried  kings spirit  happily reject  

finest quest unconfirmed  lately statement   injected rejecting  

frightening  rather unreformed  lights steps  injection rejection  

govern refined unresolvable  lowest straight  invaluable relative  
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actively hedge search aren't fuss shouldn't artistic foolish respectable afternoon simplest 

babies inspect shiniest artist getting silk basic graphic rest boyish some 

beautiful inspection sketch batch glasses speediest beautifully grief resting classical they'd 

beauty joys spin can't gloriously sprays bought heavy restless close today 

berries judge spotting catches here's stack brief heroic restriction clothes tomorrow 

black large stays class hurries strengthening build high revise conduct transaction 

boys latch stories cloudiness increasingly stretches building honesty revision conducted transform 

bridge logic studies container intention studiously chance I've ripening creative transport 

cage loneliest style couldn't joyously thank chief kind simple designer treasure 

carries maintain think dangerously kick that's chiefly kindest spinner discourage what's 

cities major tour denies largely they'll childish kindly star edging yesterday 

contain nice tries disarm ledge they're committee misplaced station evening you'll 

copies noisily truck discharged let's they've conception misshapen stylish explorers  

count order trucks discounts look think courage niece stylishly forceful  

cries park type discovering nervous tourist creation photography thick intensively  

dangerous physical union disease nervously trials cross produce thicken island  

deception pinches worries dislike patch trick crosses produced thicker it's  

detain plays  dispel placement unexpected deceptive prospective thickness magic  

detection pleasure  displeasing player unions deduce question thief nieces  

development projecting  ditch pledge varies departure ready typical producing  

dress projection  doggy progressively various descriptive rediscovered undiscovered product  

duties prospect  don't propel variously devise reduce unrecovered productive  

edginess questionable  dresses range voice didn't reducing unresolved readiness  

exception reach  dries removal  we'll discover regard unrevised recreation  

flies refusal  easiest repel we're discovered relation vision reduction  

fork respectful  exceptional ridge who's disrespect requesting we've regardless  

friendliness retain  expel scratch  dissolving resented  requested  

furiously science  force searches  ditches resolve  resign  

furry scripture  forcefully scientist  doesn't resolved  she'll  
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athletic prefer appoint translated accident known assistant obtained aground instructional 

benches prescribe appraisal typist appointment emerge brother payment alike likely 

bodies prescription appraise venture assistants pretend carelessly peaches along logically 

cleanliness production approve  automobile prevention cheerfulness perception apart magically 

comic propose blow  blown rainiest consist perform appears nicely 

confer provision chance  construct refine construction pertain around objection 

conquests pulse comical  contend reform contract ponies athletically oblong 

critic puppies content  contents reversal crashes pound awaken observer 

critical readily convention  define rhythmic cubic pretending basically observing 

defer realistic cycle  deform rhythmical cyclist resigned classically perceptive 

depose refer draw  description ripen extract resist comically perfect 

deserve request exposure  destruction scientists failure respectfully complain perfection 

design sale expressive  disclosure seen false retained compose performer 

discouragement scariest extent  dishonest sewn falsely reverse compress persisted 

disgraceful soften grow  disposable shame flattest saint compression physically 

disorder softening hurrying  drawn shamefully forgetful sister concur recur 

disposal sow invent  easily shopper forgiving skinned conscientious resisted 

dispose spherical invention  extend shown foxes subsist contentment rhythmically 

evenings stressful know  extended sleep friendliest subtract costly roundly 

expose tragic prevent  extension sleeplessness grounds subtraction critically scenically 

finally transcribe proposal  forbid strengthen habit tighten cubically sleepiness 

finish transfer reduced  forget structure insist tract defective storminess 

finished transgression retention  forgive subject insisted traction delightful strictly 

inflamed translation rhythm  forgiven submerge instruction transplant distraction student 

intensive trays sail  golden subscribe lengthen trophies extraction submerged 

losses trickiest scene  ground threaten lilies unbreakable firmly thorough 

medic wishes sculpture  grown thrown liveliness wakening graphically tragically 

misinformed  sew  hottest unintended object weight heroically unapproved 

monkeys  show  instruct ventured objective worthy incur wait 

pain  sphere  intend while observe  infect  

peacefully  throw  intentional  obtain  infection  
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across loaves activate selves acquiring orderly acquire event unusual address propeller 

alone mission appear shortly activation reappear adequately eventual week adjusted referring 

apiece motherhood avoidable signature applied replied adjust gulfs  adjustment reformed 

bear objectionable bare temper applies reply admit imported  admission relationship 

boyhood permission calves temple apply revert advise improperly  adventure relentless 

calf permit composure tempt approach speaks avoided improved  committed repelling 

childhood self confuse thoroughly avoiding submission befriended improvement  compelling rerunning 

commission shelf confusion transfusion because subvert behaved incurable  completely resume 

commissioner shelves conservation vast behave unlikely belief intent  constant resuming 

commit spiritual defuse visual belong weak beliefs inverse  constrained shipped 

compile submissive designate void belongs  believable inversion  consume stopper 

contraction thieves elves done beside  believe inverted  consumer substantial 

defrosting transmission ethically  casual  challenge lives  contemplate substantive 

destructive transmit explorer  comply  chiefs perceive  courtship supplies 

dismiss usual friend  confusing  cliffs permitting  desert supply 

factual usually image  contempt  conceive preferred  educate support 

falsehood wife immobile  convert  contention protecting  emerged suppose 

globally wives informative  describing  convent receive  eventful surface 

gradual wolf knives  devastating  conversation recurring  friendship surround 

habitual wolves medicate  fascinate  converse relief  hardship unstoppable 

half  mobile  impart  conversion robber  implied  

halves  obstruction  imply  converted rooves  incomplete  

imperfect  please  import  deceive sadly  instant  

knife 
 

proper 
 

improve 
 decompressio

n strainer 
 

instantly 
 

leaf  properly  invert  disbelief temperature  opposed  

leaves  pulsate  knowledge  eject textured  outfitted  

life  pure  livelihood  emerge transferring  perfectly  

likelihood  refuse  medication  environment transmitter  photographs  

loaf  revised  observation  evaluate transportation  presume  
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actor interview admitted problem attempt attraction supplied 

addictive interviewed attractive profess attention bushes toughen 

attain inventor commitment profession bound commotion transferred 

attest motive concise professor cave compelled unrecorded 

attract photographer conduction promoter custom competition views 

became planter conductor promotion decisions confrontation  

brought predict confession provide district continue  

champion projector considered remotely divided delightfully  

character prominent contractor resemble grave dictionary  

citizen promote decisive reservation individual distance  

composer protector dictation several information distressing  

compressor reactor dictator stormiest inspector exploration  

cutting retainer distant submitting interviewer facial  

defection robbing divide unhurried inventive forgetting  

defector shipping division visor legend inquiry  

demote snappy education worthiness merry instance  

dessert speaker educator writer motivate married  

dictate subverted expelled  permitted necessary  

disarmed supposed foreign  prime partial  

dissect suppression forgotten  professional partially  

emotion surrounded gripped  promoted precisely  

factions tractor heavier  recapping preservation  

factor transgressor incision  recurred probably  

families trouble inquire  reporter racial  

family troubling instructive  requirement record  

insect unknown intersection  requirements remoteness  

instructor  marry  resignation require  

interaction  misspeller  scarce resumed  

intercept  nations  temptation reviewer  

intermission  precise  unsurpassed scratches  

intersect  prediction   substance  



Morphographic rule 

All morphographs 

in a word have 

meaning. In the 

word rebuild there 

are two 

morphographs and 

each has a meaning. 

Re = again, so in 

rebuild it means to 

build again.  

The rule for 

dropping the final E 

If the final 

morphograph begins 

with a vowel then 

drop the e as in hope 

/ ing = 

hoping.  Otherwise 

you keep the ‘e’ as 

in hope / ful = 

hopeful. 

Doubling rule 

When a short word 

ends cvc and the 

next morphograph 

begins with a vowel 

letter , the final 

consonant needs to 

be doubled as in run 

+ er = runner and 

skip + ing = 

skipping 

Changing ‘y’  to ‘i’ 

When  a word ends 

with a consonant 

and -y, you change 

the y to an i  when 

adding a 

morphograph on the 

end of the word as 

in pity + ful = pitiful 

and happy + er = 

happier 

W as a vowel letter 

If ‘w’ is at the end 

of a morphograph 

then it makes the 

sound of a vowel as 

in show and know 

 

Y as a vowel letter 

If ‘y’ is at the end of 

a morphograph then 

it makes the sound 

of a vowel as in 

happy and berry 

 

Adding ‘es’ to 

words ending with 

s, z, sh or ch 

If a word ends in a 

‘s’, ‘z’, ‘ch’ or ‘sh’ 

you add an -es to 

make the plural of 

the word as in 

match becomes 

matches and flash 

becomes flashes 

Adding ‘es’ to 

words ending in x 

In words that end in 

‘x’ the ‘x’ makes a 

/ks/ sound.  When 

words end in a ‘s’ 

you add the -es to 

make the word 

plural as in boxes 

and fixes  

Adding ‘es’ to 

words ending with a 

consonant-and-y 

When  a word ends 

with a consonant 

and -y, you change 

the y to an i  and 

add es as in baby = 

babies and worry = 

worries 

Contractions 

A contraction is 

made of two words 

that have a part 

missing which is 

substituted with an 

apostrophe as in 

wasnot = wasn’t and 

hasnot = hasn’t 

Adding -en to words 

ending with ‘w’ 

When a word ends 

with the letter w and 

you add e-n, you 

drop the e as in 

show+en = shown 

and draw+en = 

drawn 

X acting as two 

consonant sounds 

In some words the 

‘x’ represents the 

consonant sounds of 

/ks/ as in fix (f-i-ks) 

and box (b-o-ks) 

Adding -al to words 

ending -ic before 

adding -ly 

When a word ends 

in the letters i-c, you 

must add the 

morhograph a-l 

before adding l-y as 

in magically and 

basically 

Plural  words 

ending  with -ves 

Some words that 

end in the sound /ff/ 

have the letters v-e-s 

in the plural. You 

can always hear the 

sound /vv/ in the 

plural as in wife - 

wives 

Leaf - leaves 

Doubling rule (long words) 

When a long word ends cvc and the next 

morphograph starts with a vowel you 

double the final consonant as in transfer + 

ing = transferring 

Adding -or to words that use an -ion 

ending 

How do i know if i need ‘or’ or ‘er’? If a 

form of a word ends ‘ion’ then use the 

ending ‘or’ as in instruct - a form of the 

word is instruction therefore instructor is 

speller with ‘or’ 

   

 


